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Abstract

Mapping concepts from medical terminologies, such as
the UMLS, to medical documents is a prerequisite for many
tasks of (automatically) processing documents. Due to the
nature of the UMLS and the tools to accomplish the map-
ping, it is not always possible to achieve a correct and un-
ambiguous mapping. This drawback led us to the develop-
ment of an editor for correcting the obtained information.

Our editor, MapFace, visualizes information received by
the MetaMap Transfer (MMTx) program and enables users
to edit and correct this information on both a conceptual
and a syntactical level. By means of this functionality we
are able to provide further processing steps with correct and
appropriate input. Furthermore, the visualization features
enable users to validate or even generate hypotheses, as
well as support the better understanding of medical text.

1. Introduction

Mapping concepts from medical terminologies, such as
the UMLS, to medical documents is a prerequisite for many
tasks of automatically processing documents. A lot of work
exists annotating text with medical concepts, such as Mi-
croMeSH [4], Metaphrase [7], MetaMap [1], PhraseX [6],
or KnowledgeMap [3], to name a few.

Due to the nature of the UMLS Metathesaurus, some-
times more than one concept seems to be applicable to a
particular text chunk. Furthermore, sometimes the adequate
concept is not available as the concept cannot be identified
in the Metathesaurus, for instance due to different wordings.
Thus, we have developed an editor, called MapFace, that
supports the processing and adaptation of output generated
by the MetaMap Transfer (MMTx) [1] tool.

MMTx maps text to UMLS Metathesaurus concepts. As
part of this mapping process, MMTx tokenizes text into sec-
tions, sentences, phrases, terms, and words. MMTx maps

the noun phrases of the text to the best matching UMLS
concept or set of concepts that best cover each phrase. See
Figure 1 for an example mapping of MMTx.

For patients above five years

with mild asthma inhaled steroids

are the most effective preventer drug.

patient | patient or disabled group

five | quantitative concept

year | idea or concept

year | temporal concept

mild asthma | finding

inspiration function | organ or tissue function

abuse of steroids | mental or behavioral dysfunction

steroids | steroid

most | quantitative concept

effect | qualitative concept

prevents | functional concept

PREVENT | pharmacologic substance

pharmaceutical preparations | pharmacologic substance

Figure 1. The MMTx program returns the in-
put sentence tokenized into phrases and a
set of best matching UMLS concepts for each
medical concept identified within the sen-
tence. See Appendix for details of color-
coding, etc.

The editor supports the visualization of information ob-
tained from MMTx as well as the adaptation of this in-
formation. The visualization of the information is accom-
plished by highlighting the particular text chunks and color-
coding of their semantic information. Furthermore, addi-
tional information, such as concept information or relation-
ships between concepts, is also displayed.

We will now describe the MapFace editor and its features
in the following subsections.



2. MapFace

2.1. The GUI

We created the editor consisting of three sections: (1)
editor pane, (2) annotation schema pane, and (3) candidates
pane (see Fig. 2). With this framing we are able to display
the additional information gathered by MMTx.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the MapFace editor.

The Editor Pane

The main window of the GUI is the editor pane. It displays
the text of the clinical guideline. This is where the user can
select text and process it by means of the MMTx program.

Once the text is processed by MMTx it is split into sec-
tions, sentences, phrases, and words. In case of a unique
affiliation of a word or a phrase to a Metathesaurus con-
cept, the text chunk is highlighted according to its semantic
type affiliation. The color-codings of the semantic types are
displayed in the annotation schema pane. If several concept
candidates are considered for a word it is highlighted in grey
to refer to manual selection of an appropriate concept. The
user can select the concepts or phrases of processed text.
The matching concept candidates suggested by MMTx are
then listed in the candidates pane.

The Annotation Schema Pane

This pane displays the annotation schemas. There are two
different schemas implemented at present: the semantic col-
lections view and the XML elements view.

The former contains a list of all semantic types, grouped
by Semantic Collections [2], each associated with a differ-
ent color. By selecting a semantic type of interest, all con-
cepts or phrases in the text corresponding to this type are

highlighted in the editor according to the semantic type’s
color-coding.

The XML elements view contains all tag names of XML
elements occurring in the underlying XML document of the
guideline.

The Candidates Pane

The candidates pane is at the bottom of the window. Cur-
rently, it contains three different views: (1) candidates view,
(2) concept relations view, and (3) semantic relations view.
In this pane additional information of the Metathesaurus is
displayed.

The candidates view provides information about the con-
cept candidates as well as possibilities to edit the list of can-
didates and select the appropriate one. It displays a list of
best weighted concept candidates detected by MMTx for a
selected concept or phrase in the editor. The concept candi-
dates are listed together with their semantic types, semantic
collections [2], and semantic groups [5].

The concept relations view and the semantic relations
view provide information of conceptual relations and se-
mantic relations, respectively, for a concept candidate se-
lected in the candidates view. Each view displays a list of
all relations between a selected concept candidate or its se-
mantic type and other concepts or their semantic types oc-
curring in the same section.

2.2. Editing Metathesaurus Information

Editing the Metathesaurus information is necessary, as
on the one hand, MMTx cannot always determine an appro-
priate or distinct concept for a text chunk, and on the other
hand, MMTx sometimes provides the wrong syntactical in-
formation, which causes errors in the concept assignment
(see Fig. 1).

Among the mapping of concepts to text chunks it is often
necessary to have information about phrases within the text.
Thus, we propose two modes: the concepts mode and the
phrases mode. These modes exclude each other, so only
either one of them can be active at one time.

When the concepts mode is active, all information, edit-
ing and highlighting options refer to medical concepts as-
signed to text chunks by means of MMTx. The user can
select a concept in the editor and read the assigned informa-
tion or modify the assignment.

Phrases are bigger constructs, which contain a certain
number of concepts (or none). When the phrases mode
is active, all information, editing and highlighting options
refer to phrases detected by the MMTx program.

In the concepts mode it is possible to create new con-
cepts from selected text and to delete existing concepts. If
several equally weighted concept candidates occur, the user



can choose the appropriate one among them or at least de-
crease the list by removing inappropriate candidates. If no
appropriate candidate for a text chunk has been found in
the UMLS, it is possible to search for another concept and
assign it to the text.

In the phrases mode it is possible to create new phrases
from selected text or to delete existing phrases. It is also
possible to merge two adjacent phrases. For further pro-
cessing it is sometimes necessary to assign a phrase one se-
mantic type. If a phrase consists of several concepts with
different semantic types it is possible to choose among all
available semantic types in this phrase or at least to decrease
the list of semantic type candidates to the most likely ones.
The latter can also be done automatically by taking advan-
tage of the information about relations between semantic
types in the sentence.

With these features it is possible to change the MMTx
output in order to receive a correct mapping (see Fig. 3).

For patients above five years with mild asthma

inhaled steroids are the most effective preventer drug.

mild asthma | findingage | organism attribute

patient | patient or disabled group

inspiration function | organ or tissue function prevents | functional concept

steroids | steroid most | quantitative concept effect | qualitative concept

pharmaceutical preparations | pharmacologic substance

Figure 3. Corrected sentence. A phrase
was split, concept chunks ”five” and ”years”
where merged to a single concept chunk, and
appropriate UMLS concepts have been as-
signed.

3. Conclusions

With the MapFace editor we provide an important and
useful means to visualize and edit conceptual and syntac-
tical information assigned by the MMTx program. This is
important for tasks using information gained from MMTx
as input. Using the MapFace editor we can correct and dis-
ambiguate the UMLS-specific information in order to im-
prove the output of subsequent tasks. Furthermore, visual-
izing the semantic information of the UMLS can be useful
for knowledge engineers in order to better understand the
medical texts.

Appendix: Legend

objects:

phrase ...phrase chunk

concept | type ...UMLS concept | semantic type

concept ...concept chunk

concept ...concept chunk with ambiguous mapping

semantic collections:

...chemical ...finding

...group ...idea or concept

...organism attribute ...pathologic function

...pharmacologic substance ...physiologic function
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